The Spring Term HSK Tests Have Been Successfully Held

On April 12th, 2014, the Spring Term HSK tests were successfully held by Confucius Institute at Troy University (CIT) at Montgomery, Birmingham and Troy respectively. CIT has assigned Dr. Zongping Peng, Judy Bu, Guoxin Sun, Chenghao Li and Tingting Xiong to supervise the tests. More than 20 students from LAMP high school, UAB and Troy University sat in the exam.

Organizing HSK tests has already been a routine job for CIT. Before the tests began, the CIT staff made a lot of meticulous preparations so as to make the tests run smoothly, meanwhile offered all sorts of help for the HSK candidates. As scheduled, CIT will host HSK tests twice a year from this year on.

The Spring Term HSK tests would not be so successful without the support of Steven Frost, a Chinese teacher at LAMP high school, and Ma Ling, a Chinese instructor at UAB. The next HSK tests will be held in Oct. 2014.